
Materials List & Instructions

TOOLS

Cutting Machine (recommended)
Low-Temp Hot Glue Gun
Scissors
Pliers/Wire Cutters
Wooden Skewer or Chopstick

MATERIALS

Text Weight Paper - Paper-Papers Pop-Tone “Wild Cherry”, “Pink Lemonade”,   
 “Sour Apple”, “Banana Split”, “Whip Cream”, and “Gumdrop Green”
Art Markers - Copic Sketch “Garnet (R39)”, “Pink (RV11)”,  and “Grass Green (YG17)”
Floral Tape - Lia Gri�th “Moss Green”
Green Paper Covered Floral Wire - Decora 18 Gauge
Terracotta Pot (with foam to fit) - 4” diameter
Moss or Decorative Stones

Potted Paper Strawberry Plant

INSTRUCTIONS

1. Gather tools and materials.

2. Cut out paper pieces according to pattern (cutting machine recommended).   
 Our potted strawberry plant had: 2 large red strawberries, 1 medium pink   
 strawberry, 2 small green strawberries, 18 big leaves, 9 medium, 9 small, and
 4 flowers.

3. Draw seeds onto strawberries and shade the leafy tops using art markers.

4. Curl flaps on the strawberries and tops using the edge of a pair of scissors or   
 curling tool.

5. Apply glue to the tab on a strawberry and attach to the opposite side to form a  
 conical shape.

6. Curl flaps on top and glue closed, overlapping.

7. For the bigger strawberry: glue the bigger of the two leafy top pieces on top   
 before adding wire (see below).

8. To make a stem: bend a length of paper covered floral wire 90° with pliers.

9. Poke end through a strawberry top and glue to the underside of the leaf.

10. Glue top to strawberry and gently curve wire.
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INSTRUCTIONS (CONTINUED)

11. Draw veins and shade leaves with an art marker. Fold the leaves in half, then   
 curl the edges outward using the edge of a pair of scissors or curling tool.

12. Glue leaves in sets of 3 (same size) on the end of floral wire - First glue 2 on   
 opposite sides under the wire, with the third on top in the middle.

13. Curl blossom petals inward using then end of a wooden skewer or chopstick,  
 and then curl the tips of the leaves upward.

14. Curl stamen centers inward. Glue and stack 2 stamen centers together, then   
 glue in the middle of the blossoms.

15. Bend a length of paper covered floral wire 90° with pliers, then poke the end   
 through the leafy top and glue to the topside (like with the big strawberries).   
 Glue the blossom on top.

16. Wrap the finished strawberries and blossom stems together using floral tape,   
 in sets of 2 and 3.

17. Place moss or decorative stones into terracotta pot, on top of foam (to fit). Stick  
 the ends of the wire into the middle, fanning outward to the edges. Trim ends  
 to fit.

18. Fill the pot starting with the berries curling over the pot rim on the bottom,   
 with smaller leaves. Then, finish filling out the pot with the bigger/medium   
 sized leaves on top, fanning up and out with the blossoms poking through   
 between the sets of leaves. 


